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Abstract—In this paper, we propose Squeezed Convolutional
Variational AutoEncoder (SCVAE) for anomaly detection in time
series data for Edge Computing in Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT). The proposed model is applied to labeled time series data
from UCI datasets for exact performance evaluation, and applied
to real world data for indirect model performance comparison.
In addition, by comparing the models before and after applying
Fire Modules from SqueezeNet, we show that model size and
inference times are reduced while similar levels of performance
is maintained.
Keywords–Edge Computing; IIoT; Unsupervised; Anomaly De-
tection; Manufacturing; Variational Autoencoder; VAE; Convolu-
tional Neural Network; CNN; Squeezenet
I. INTRODUCTION
Manufacturing processes generate various sensor data si-
multaneously every time a product in produced. If the malfunc-
tion of a machine can be detected in advance, it is possible to
perform predictive maintenance, which will reduce errors such
as process malfunction and defective products.
However, in manufacturing processes there are no labels for
defects and malfunctions. Therefore, in such cases, a diagnosis
of the behavior pattern of processes is necessary prior to
predictive maintenance. In the absence of such labels, it is
assumed that an abnormal behavior pattern is an anomaly.
Since sensor data are time series, it is important to find a
model that reflects the characteristics of time series data. In
order to do so, a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based
Variational AutoEncoder (VAE) [1] model for unsupervised
anomaly detection was used.
Most systems in the manufacturing domain use a cloud-
based approach with a central server to process data generated
by local edge devices. However, lately edge-based approaches
have been receiving more attention. Edge Computing in In-
dustrial Internet of Things (IIoT) environments sends some of
the computing load to edge devices for real time inference.
In addition, data communication costs are very low compared
to cloud-based methods, and reduces the burden on communi-
cation and computer infrastructure. However, neural networks
that perform well in various way are compute and memory
intensive, making it difficult to deploy them on edge devices
with limited hardware resources. This problem was solved by
using compressed neural networks.
In this paper, we propose a Squeezed Convolutional Varia-
tional AutoEncoder (SCVAE) model for unsupervised anomaly
detection in time series sensor data for Edge Computing. First,
the model performance was verified by applying SCVAE to
labeled time series data. Next, for unlabeled real Computer
Numerical Control (CNC) data, we propose the Match-General
metric which was used to compare the performance of SCVAE
with other models. Finally, model size and inference time,
before and after compression, were compared to verify that
SCVAE is a suitable model for use in edge devices.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Conventional unsupervised anomaly detection models
Isolation Forest (IF) [2] arbitrarily selects a feature and
isolates the observation by randomly choosing the partition
value between the maximum and minimum of the feature. The
number of splits required to isolate each sample is the length
from the root node to the leaf node and is used as a measure
of anomaly. Local Outlier Factor (LOF) [3] calculates the
anomaly score by measuring the local density deviation for the
neighborhood of a given sample. Samples whose local density
deviations are much lower than their neighbors are classified
as anomaly. One-Class SVM (OCSVM) [4] separates the data
sample and origin from the kernel space and creates a complex
boundary that describes normal data in the feature space. If a
new sample is outside the decision boundary, it is classified as
an anomaly. Elliptic Envelope (EE) [5] assumes that normal
data is generated from a known distribution. It defines the
shape of the distribution and defines points observed at the
outline as anomalies.
B. Deep Learning based Unsupervised Anomaly detection
models
VAE is a generative model consisting of an Encoder and a
Decoder. unsupervised anomaly detection using VAE was first
proposed in [6]. The probability that the actual data came from
the output probability distribution of the encoder was defined
as the reconstruction probability and was used to determine
the anomaly in the data. Data samples with high reconstruction
probability were considered normal, while data samples with
low reconstruction probability were considered anomaly.
Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [7] is a generative
model consisting of a Discriminator and a Generator. Anomaly
detection with Generative Adversarial Networks (AnoGAN)
[8] is an unsupervised anomaly detection model using GAN.
After learning to generate a given data input, AnoGAN finds
the noise z of the latent space that produces the most similar
data to the given data and calculates the residual loss and the
discrimination loss. The interpolated value of the two losses
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is used as the final loss, and this value is used as the anomaly
score. However, it is not suitable for real time use because
during inference it trains z to approximate the input X given
by the Generator.
C. Anomaly detection in time series data
There is a study on using CNN to consider the relationship
between different sensors and the time flow of time series
manufacturing data of various sensors. In Fault Detection and
Classification Convolutional Neural Networks (FDC-CNN)
[9], the CNN’s receptive field was matched to the multivariate
sensor signal, and the CNN filter was moved along the time
axis to extract meaningful features from the sensor data.
D. Edge Computing and model compression
For Edge Computing, the size of the model should be small
enough to be used in edge devices and should have a short in-
ference time for real-time processing. In recent years, research
has been conducted not only on the performance improvement
of neural networks but also on reducing the size of the models
while maintaining similar performance. Deep Compression
[10] reduced the size of the neural network by pruning and
weight quantization, while SqueezeNet [11] and MobileNet
[12] used a modified CNN structure called Depthwise CNN
and Fire Module (Squeeze and Expand layers), respectively to
reduce the network size.
III. PROPOSED MODELS
A. CNN-Variational Autoencoder (CNN-VAE)
Since the input data is the time series of the sensors, it can
be expressed in the form of two-dimensional image data. In
this case, the time window size is set to 4, 8, and 16 according
to the time set, and the dimension of the two-dimensional input
data is time window (tw) × # of features (#f).
The input of the Encoder is the real data x expressed
as two-dimensional data and the output is the mean and
variance parameters of the Gaussiam probability distribution
of the latent variable z. By sampling from this probability
distribution, the value of latent variable z containing noise is
obtained. The Encoder is modeled with a CNN structure to
process the time series data. It consists of four convolutional
layers and one fully connected layer.
The input of the Decoder is z from the Encoder and the
output is the mean and variance of the Gaussian probability
distribution of the reconstructed x from the latent variables.
Like the Encoder, the Decoder was modeled using the CNN
structure. It consists of five transpose convolutional layers and
one fully connected layer. The detailed structure of the Encoder
and Decoder is shown in Table I.
For all the convolutional layers and transpose convolutional
layers in the Encoder and Decoder, the relu activation function
[13], xavier initializer [14], and batch normalization [15] with
a decay of 0.9 were used. For the last fully connected layer, the
activation function, weight initializer, and batch normalization
were all excluded. Lastly, the size of the latent dimension (|Z|)
was set to 100.
In order to converge the parameters θ and φ of the Encoder
and Decoder, the VAE trains in the direction of maximizing
the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO). ELBO includes the KL-
divergence of the variational posterior and z prior as well as
Layer Type # ofoutputs
kernel
size stride padding
Encoder
conv 16 3 1 SAME
conv 32 3 1 SAME
conv 64 3 1 SAME
conv 128 3 1 VALID
fully
connected |Z| × 2 - - -
Decoder
trans conv 128 3 1 SAME
trans conv 64 3 1 SAME
trans conv 32 3 1 VALID
trans conv 16 3 1 VALID
trans conv 1 3 1 VALID
fully
connected
tw × #f
× 2 - - -
TABLE I. CNN-VAE ARCHITECTURE
the reconstruction log likelihood of x. The Adam optimizer
[16] was used for training. The formula for ELBO is shown
in equation (1).
ELBOi(θ, φ) = Eqθ(z|xi)[log pφ(xi|z)]−KL(qθ(z|xi)||p(z)) (1)
The reconstruction probability of CNN-VAE indicates the
probability of the data coming from the probability distribution
of the given latent variable in the Encoder. The Anomaly
score was set to 1− recontruction probability. Data points
with anomaly scores higher than threshold α are identified
as anomalies and data points with anomaly scores lower than
α are considered normal. The Anomaly score formula is as
shown in equation (2).
Anomaly Score = 1− Eqθ(z|xi)[pφ(xi|z)] (2)
FIGURE 1. SCVAE ARCHITECTURE
B. Squeezed Convolutional Variational Autoencoder (SCVAE)
CNN-VAE shows good performance, but because of the
large model size and slow inference it is inappropriate for
use in edge devices where the computing resources are very
limited. Therefore we propose the SCVAE model as shown
in Figure 1, a new model fit for use in Edge Computing. In
SCVAE, the convolutional layers of CNN-VAE were converted
into the form of Fire Modules used in SqueezeNet. A Fire
Module consists of a squeeze layer and an extend layer. The
squeeze layer consists of a 1 × 1 convolution filter, while the
extend layer consists of one 1 × 1 convolution filter and one
3 × 3 convolution filter
The four convolutional layers used in the Encoder of CNN-
VAE were replaced with one Fire Module, and the fire trans-
pose convolutional layers used in the Decoder were replaced
with one transpose Fire Module. The detailed structure of
SCVAE is shown in Table II.
Relu activation, xavier initializer, and batch normalization
with a decay of 0.9 were used in all of the convolutional and
transpose convolutional layers included in the Fire Module and
the transpose Fire Module. For the last fully connected layer,
the activation function, weight initializer, and batch normaliza-
tion were all excluded. The size of the latent dimension (|Z|)
was set to 100. The loss function and Anomaly score are the
same as for the CNN-VAE model.
Layer Type # of
outputs
kernel
size stride padding
Encoder
fire
squeeze / conv 16 1 1 SAME
extend1 / conv 16 1 1 SAME
extend2 / conv 32 3 1 SAME
fully connected |Z| × 2 - - -
Decoder
trans fire
squeeze / trans conv 16 1 1 SAME
extend1 / trans conv 16 1 1 SAME
extend2 / trans conv 1 3 1 SAME
fully connected tw × #f× 2 - - -
TABLE II. SCVAE ARCHITECTURE
IV. EXPERIMENT
Experiments were conducted in three different directions.
First, to verify the performance of SCVAE, comparison of SC-
VAE with baseline unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms,
such as IF, LOF, OCSVM, and EE, was conducted with labeled
time series data. Second, the evaluation metric of Match-
General is presented to check the performance of SCVAE
for unlabeled real world CNC data and indirectly compare it
with other unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms. Third,
the model size and inference time of SCVAE were compared
with CNN-VAE to confirm that SCVAE is suitable for Edge
Computing. Batch size of 64 and learning rate of 0.0002 were
used in the experiment.
A. SCVAE performance on labeled data
The labeled time series data sets used are the one hour peak
dataset in Ozone [17], and Occupancy dataset [18], all from
the UCI datasets. For comparison of SCVAE with IF, LOF,
OCSVM, EE, the experiment was conducted by changing the
time window from 4 to 8 to 16. In each dataset, there is an
anomaly label for each row. If an anomaly exists in any row
of the time window, the time window is regarded as anomaly.
The descriptions for the above datasets are in Table III.
For the performance evaluation of the four existing algo-
rithms and the proposed SCVAE, the Area Under the Precision-
Recall Curve (PRAUC) was used. The results of this experi-
ment are shown in Table IV.
Dataset # of Samples # of Features AnomalyRatio(%)
ozone 2536 73 2.87
occupancy 8143 6 21.23
TABLE III. TIMESERIES LABELED DATASET
Dataset(Time
Window)
IF LOF OCSVM EE SCVAE
ozone(4) 85.71 88.72 88.18 86.21 95.35
ozone(8) 83.02 83.27 80.06 81.99 96.89
ozone(16) 68.05 68.83 64.70 69.26 81.78
occupancy(4) 95.93 74.07 80.99 99.17 98.54
occupancy(8) 96.81 74.89 81.19 98.76 99.10
occupancy(16) 96.62 75.57 78.39 99.21 99.23
TABLE IV. PRAUC COMPARISON ON TIMESERIES LABELED DATASET
For the ozone dataset, SCVAE overwhelms the perfor-
mance of other non neural network algorithms in time windows
4, 8, and 16. For the occupancy dataset, the performance is
better than the other non neural network algorithms for time
window 8 and 16, but the performance is slightly lower than
EE in time windows 4 . However, it can still be seen that the
performance is significantly better than the other three non
neural network algorithms. In conclusion, SCVAE is better
than conventional anomaly detection algorithms in most cases.
B. SCVAE performance on CNC data using Match-General
Metric
In the case of unlabeled CNC data, a metric called Match-
General is proposed for performance evaluation. Performance
comparison of SCVAE with the baseline unsupervised anomaly
detection algorithms was done using this metric. In the Match-
General metric, common labels are created and evaluated
as actual labels. Anomaly in common labels are labeled as
anomaly if the 3 or more of the 6 models identify the label as
anomaly. The higher the value of Match-General, the better the
performance. To evaluate for various types of CNC data, four
types of CNC data were used. Each CNC data was arbitrarily
designated as CNC A, B, C, D. The description of the CNC
data is in Table V and the results of this experiment are shown
in Table VI. Considering CNC data characteristics, anomaly
ratio was set to 5 percent.
CNC # of Samples # of Features
A 258697 31
B 310174 43
C 111770 43
D 602075 37
TABLE V. CNC DATASET
Table VI shows that the SCVAE has a high Match-
General value for most CNC equipment. SCVAE showed best
performance in CNC C and CNC D, and maintained high
performance in CNC A and CNC B as well.
C. Comparison between SCVAE and CNN-VAE
Experiments were conducted to compare the learning time,
inference time, and model size of squeezed model, SCVAE,
CNC IF LOF OCSVM EE CNNVAE SCVAE
A(4) 0.9435 0.9565 0.4806 0.9532 0.9435 0.9371
A(8) 0.9677 0.9323 0.6484 0.9645 0.9290 0.9355
A(16) 0.9516 0.9516 0.4532 0.9548 0.9355 0.9387
B(4) 0.9413 0.9329 0.3208 0.9329 0.9665 0.9665
B(8) 0.9266 0.9350 0.2180 0.9392 0.9686 0.9602
B(16) 0.9476 0.9476 0.3585 0.9434 0.9560 0.9560
C(4) 0.9686 0.9507 0.5695 0.9327 0.9507 0.9327
C(8) 0.9552 0.9462 0.8565 0.9462 0.9372 0.9552
C(16) 0.9507 0.9507 0.4215 0.9417 0.9507 0.9596
D(4) 0.9444 0.9493 0.6221 0.9493 0.9510 0.9510
D(8) 0.9535 0.9419 0.7467 0.9452 0.9485 0.9568
D(16) 0.9394 0.9277 0.1312 0.9377 0.9560 0.9626
TABLE VI. PERFORMANCE(MG) COMPARISON ON CNC DATASET
with the full model, CNN-VAE. The PRAUC of both models
were also compared to see whether the SCAVE model main-
tained performance levels. Figure 2 and Table VII show the
experimental results for occupancy data with a time window of
16. Refer to the appendix for the results of the other datasets.
Learning Inference Size(Mb) PRAUC
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FIGURE 2. COMPARISON BETWEEN SCVAE AND CNN-VAE ON
OCCUPANCY(16) DATASET
occupancy(16)
Model LearningTime
Inference
Time
Mem-
ory(Mb) PRAUC
CNNVAE 3m 8sec 0.0088 16 98.9
SCVAE 2m 1sec 0.0060 12 99.2
TABLE VII. COMPARISON BETWEEN SCVAE AND CNN-VAE ON
OCCUPANCY(16) DATASET
Looking at Table VII it can be seen that the learning time
and inference time of the SCVAE model for the occupancy
(16) dataset are reduced by approximately 1/3, compared to
the CNN-VAE model. The memory size is also reduced from
16Mb to 12Mb, which is a decrease of about 1/4. In addition, it
can be seen that there is little difference in the PRAUC value,
meaning the model was successfully reduced. Looking at the
Appendix, it can be seen that the larger the training data, the
degree of reduction in the CNC data is greater.
V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In most manufacturing processes, labels of sensor data are
often missing or inaccurate. The sensor data generated by
the manufacturing industry has time series characteristics, and
Edge Computing is attracting attention for real-time process-
ing, security enhancement, and communication and computer
infrastructure burden reduction. In this paper, unsupervised
anomaly detection is performed under an Edge Computing
environment based on real manufacturing CNC data and UCI
time series data. Experiments show that neural network based
anomaly detection models such as CNN-VAE and SCVAE
outperform conventional machine learning algorithms in most
cases. Also, by comparing model size and inference time of
SCVAE and CNN-VAE, it can be seen that SCVAE is a more
suitable model for Edge Computing.
The metric Match-General is used in Experiment 4.B.
However, it is not an objective metric and has many loopholes.
Future work will be to propose a metric that can compare the
performance of anomaly detection algorithms on an objective
basis in a label-free environment and perform comparison
evaluations between more accurate algorithms.
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APPENDIX
Data TimeWin-
dow
Network LearningTime
Infer-
ence
Time Size(Mb)
PRAUC
ozone 4 SCVAE 1m 7s 0.014 43 0.932
CNNVAE 1m 47s 0.021 45 0.899
8 SCVAE 1m 33s 0.017 85 0.773
CNNVAE 2m 53s 0.028 128 0.841
16 SCVAE 2m 29s 0.022 169 0.689
CNNVAE 5m 18s 0.043 292 0.657
occu-
pancy 4 SCVAE 1m 53s 0.005 3.1 0.95
CNNVAE 2m 55s 0.008 5.4 0.943
8 SCVAE 2m 0.005 6 0.977
CNNVAE 2m 54s 0.008 8.9 0.923
16 SCVAE 2m 1s 0.006 12 0.992
CNNVAE 3m 8s 0.008 16 0.989
A 4 SCVAE 51m 0.003 19 -
CNNVAE 1h 21m 0.005 21 -
8 SCVAE 1h 7m 0.004 37 -
CNNVAE 2h 10m 0.009 55 -
16 SCVAE 1h 47m 0.007 73 -
CNNVAE 4h 35m 0.015 124 -
B 4 SCVAE 1h 14m 0.004 26 -
CNNVAE 2h 2m 0.006 28 -
8 SCVAE 1h 45m 0.005 51 -
CNNVAE 3h 18m 0.011 77 -
16 SCVAE 2h 54m 0.009 101 -
CNNVAE 6h 5m 0.019 173 -
C 4 SCVAE 27m 0.004 26 -
CNNVAE 44m 0.006 28 -
8 SCVAE 38m 0.005 51 -
CNNVAE 1h 11m 0.011 77 -
16 SCVAE 1h 5m 0.009 101 -
CNNVAE 2h 13m 0.019 173 -
D 4 SCVAE 2h 17m 0.003 22 -
CNNVAE 3h 48m 0.006 25 -
8 SCVAE 3h 9m 0.005 44 -
CNNVAE 5h 54m 0.009 66 -
16 SCVAE 5h 0.007 87 -
CNNVAE 10h 20m 0.017 148 -
TABLE VIII. COMPARISON BETWEEN SCVAE AND CNN-VAE
